Electroconvulsive shock restores the decreased coverage of brain blood vessels by astrocytic endfeet and ameliorates depressive-like behavior.
Although growing evidence indicates that ECT affects astrocytes, the exact mechanisms of the therapeutic effect of ECT are still unknown. Astrocytic endfeet express the water channel aquaporin (AQP) 4 abundantly and ensheath brain blood vessels to form gliovascular units. It has been shown that the coverage of blood vessels by AQP4-immunostained endfeet is decreased in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of patients with major depression. This study was made to determine whether ECT restores the astrocytic coverage of blood vessels with amelioration of depressive symptoms. After electroconvulsive shock (ECS) administration to rats, the forced swimming test (FST) and Y-maze test were performed. Subsequently, immunofluorescence analysis was conducted to measure the coverage of blood vessels by astrocytic endfeet in the PFC and hippocampus by using the endothelial cell marker lectin and anti-AQP4 antibody. We also performed Western blot to examine the effects of ECS on the hippocampal expression of AQP4 and the tight junction molecule claudin-5. Gunn rats showed learned helplessness and impaired spatial working memory, compared to normal control Wistar rats. ECS significantly improved the depressive-like behavior. Gunn rats showed a decrease in astrocytic coverage of blood vessels, that was significantly increased by ECS. ECS significantly increased expression of AQP4 and claudin-5 in Gunn rats. ECS increased the reduced coverage of blood vessels by astrocytic endfeet in the mPFC and hippocampus with amelioration of depressive-like behavior. Therefore, therapeutic mechanism of ECT may involve restoration of the impaired gliovascular units by increasing the astrocytic-endfoot coverage of blood vessels.